
Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71015 - Ice
Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71015

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71018 -
Baby Blue Eyes
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71018

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 2 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710360 -
Dead Moss
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710360

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 3 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71037 -
Tiger Butter
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71037

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 4 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71043 -
Fantasy Island
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71043

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 5 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71049 -
Parrot Bay
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71049

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 6 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710490 -
Sky Green
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710490

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 7 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71053 -
Dreamscape
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71053

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 8 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710540 -
Bora Bora
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710540

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 9 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71055 -
Summer Skies
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71055

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 10 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710560 -
Tahiti
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710560

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 11 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71057 -
Monterey Bay
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71057

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 12 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71062 -
Pastel Sunset
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71062

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 13 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71069 -
Spanish Olives
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71069

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 66



Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710710 -
Orange Swirl
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710710

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71072 -
Wild Poppies
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71072

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710720 -
Goldilocks
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710720

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71077 -
Pottery
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71077

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710780 -
Rusty
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710780

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71079 -
Purple Coral
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71079

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71081 -
Shortcake
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71081

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71089 -
Bleeding Hearts
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71089

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71095 -
Cactus Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71095

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71099 -
Sweet Innocence
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71099

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71108 -
Lemon Meringue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71108

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71120 -
Foxy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71120

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711213 -
Wrought Iron
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711213

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71122 -
Smokin Guns
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71122

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711300 -
Shades of Plum
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711300

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711311 -
Summer Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711311

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71133 -
Summer Shadows
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71133

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71138 -
Mosaic
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71138

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71142 -
Desert Flowers
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71142

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71145 -
Gray Flamingo
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71145

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71148 -
Romanian Forest
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71148

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71154 -
Bradley's Balloon
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71154

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 December, 2010

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71156 -
Botanic Garden
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71156

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality 1-
ply metallic threads artisan dyed from ThreadworX
from Kreinik #4 very fine braid! They're strong, soft
and lustrous ... and they won't unravel! Perfect for
adding textured, dimensional effects to your projects.
10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is important to
launder any project with dark colors very carefully. We seldom
have a problem with our colors running but we cannot
guarantee complete colorfastness. Specialty threads must be
treated gently! The threads must first be unskeined, put into a
bathroom basin 1/2 filled with cold water with 2 tbls. table salt
and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with
towel and let dry. This is recommended for any piece that will
require washing. Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM
IRON and/or a damp cloth when pressing completed project
will reactivate dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been
completed and the dyes have bled in washing then you must
soak the piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the problem
area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak again.
Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of dye. This
may take continued effort, possibly over a few days, but it
does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710032 -
Beth's Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710032

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71017 -
Overcast
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71017

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710491 -
Emerald City
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710491

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710891 -
Poppy
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710891

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 14 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711301 -
Mardi Gras
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711301

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711302 -
Burgundy Wine
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711302

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 07 April, 2012

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711451 -
Maroon Beret
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711451

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 May, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710031 -
China Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710031

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 May, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71004 -
Mango Margarita
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71004

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 May, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710161 -
Americana
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710161

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 May, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710301 -
Samson
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710301

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 May, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710991 -
Bermuda Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710991

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 02 May, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71124 - Ice
Age
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71124

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 15 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710791 -
Antique Rose
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710791

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 11 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710541 -
Victorian Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710541

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 11 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710812 -
Romantic Lace
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710812

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 11 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711021 -
Shabby Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711021

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 11 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710771 -
Stage Coach
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710771

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 11 November, 2013

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710781 -
Golden Pink
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710781

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710813
Frog Prince
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710813

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 07 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710890
Poison Apple
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710890

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 14 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711022 -
Pixie Dust
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711022

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 10 May, 2015

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711452
Tarzan Brown
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711452

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #4 very fine braid!
They're strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't
unravel! Perfect for adding textured, dimensional
effects to your projects. 10mt.
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 01 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710090 -
Caribbean Surf
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710090

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #8 fine braid! They're
strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't unravel!
Perfect for adding textured, dimensional effects to
your projects. 10mt. 
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 01 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710141 -
Polar Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710141

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #8 fine braid! They're
strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't unravel!
Perfect for adding textured, dimensional effects to
your projects. 10mt. 
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 01 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 710151 -
Royal Blue
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710151

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #8 fine braid! They're
strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't unravel!
Perfect for adding textured, dimensional effects to
your projects. 10mt. 
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 01 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8- 710960 -
Coral Renaissance
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-710960

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #8 fine braid! They're
strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't unravel!
Perfect for adding textured, dimensional effects to
your projects. 10mt. 
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 01 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 711000 -
Hawaiian Hot Pin
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-711000

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #8 fine braid! They're
strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't unravel!
Perfect for adding textured, dimensional effects to
your projects. 10mt. 
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - ThreadworX - Hand Overdyed Metallic #8

ThreadworX Hand Overdyed Metallic #8 - 71129 -
Plum Merlot
da: ThreadworX

Modello: FILTWX-K8-71129

Hand Overdyed Metallic fine braid (#8): Make your
needlecraft projects shine with these high-quality
1-ply metallic threads artisan dyed from
ThreadworX from Kreinik #8 fine braid! They're
strong, soft and lustrous ... and they won't unravel!
Perfect for adding textured, dimensional effects to
your projects. 10mt. 
Although ThreadworX products are carefully dyed to be
colorfast, environmental issues have eliminated certain
chemicals that ensure this process. Therefore it is
important to launder any project with dark colors very
carefully. We seldom have a problem with our colors
running but we cannot guarantee complete colorfastness.
Specialty threads must be treated gently! The threads must
first be unskeined, put into a bathroom basin 1/2 filled with
cold water with 2 tbls. table salt and 2 tbls. vinegar. Soak
for 2-3 minutes, remove, blot with towel and let dry. This is
recommended for any piece that will require washing.
Please Note: HOT WATER and using a STEAM IRON and/or a
damp cloth when pressing completed project will reactivate
dyes and cause bleeding. If your work has been completed
and the dyes have bled in washing then you must soak the
piece in ICE WATER until the color starts to bleed out.
Remove from the water and run an ice cube over the
problem area and then place back in fresh ice water to soak
again. Repeat this process until the problem area is clear of
dye. This may take continued effort, possibly over a few
days, but it does work!

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 8.75 (incl. VAT)
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